Now it’s easy to
keep graffiti off!

Introducing
TM

The revolutionary solution
that can give your walls
up to 20 years protection.

The benefits are clear

Protects everything from graffiti –
for years!
Cleaning up your environment and then
keeping it clean has never been so easy.
Just one coat of easy-on will enable the
swift removal of graffiti from anything it’s
applied to.
easy-on not only protects surfaces from
graffiti but also from scuffing, traffic film,
UV degradation, grime and stains. It is a
permanent coating, proven to clean 100s
of times without unsightly shadows or
stains.
The clear, durable finish encapsulates the
surface and its hard-wearing good looks
last for up to 20 years. easy-on is ideal for
all surfaces - internally or externally - and
complies with all building regulations.
So if your walls are taking some stick,
look for the easy-to-clean, permanent
solution – easy-on.
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Can be applied to any surface
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Resists all graffiti media
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Protects painted and unpainted
surfaces
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Internal or external use
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Solvent free
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Protects for up to 20 years

Permanent protection
Makes cleaning easy
Withstands 100s of cleaning
cycles

Highly abrasion resistant
UV resistant

Complies to all building
regulations

Low VOC
Brush, roller or spray
application

Rapid curing in around 4 hours
Single coat application

What our
customers say

Cleaner Streets
“For many years now we have applied
easy-on to our subways and buildings and
found it to perform fantastically in all
locations. We have removed graffiti and
fly posters repeatedly without leaving any
shadow or stain and without compromising
the coating. In fact the first site we treated
still looks as clean today as it did the day
we coated it despite being attacked and
cleaned dozens of times.”
Sheffield City Council - Street Force

Cleaner Buildings
“Despite our best efforts, keeping our
blocks clean and free from graffiti was
difficult. Since applying easy-on to our
more difficult blocks,we have given our
teams on site a sustainable surface to
keep clean.Any marks are easily wiped off
by our caretaking staff using safe cleaning
products.”
Estates Services & Strategies Group,
London Borough of Tower Hamlets

Cleaner Schools
“easy-on has greatly reduced our cleaning
workload. It now only takes one cleaner
around half an hour to do cleaning that
used to take three cleaners one and a half
hours. Graffiti and scuffs that used to take
hours to remove are now just wiped away
in seconds.The entire school looks clean
and areas that were decorated two years
ago look as fresh today as they did then,
so we’re saving money on redecoration
too.”
Hookergate School - Tyne and Wear

Application is easy too
Applied by brush, roller or spray in a single
coat, easy-on will form a seamless yet
breathable topcoat over any existing paint
finish or bare substrate.

Brush...

Surfaces
Painted or unpainted bricks,
concrete, tiles, metals, stone,
plaster, timber, walls, doors and
ceilings.

Roller...

Spray...

TM

The protective wall coating with the
hard-wearing, long-lasting finish
For superb results inside and out, choose
the easy solution - easy-on.

Environmental Coatings Australasia

1300 763 335
www.environmentalcoatings.com.au

